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Soft Loop Bag

Our Soft Loop Bags are attractive and durable with
a soft loop handle design. They are found in many
retail stores and are used for a wide range of 
different purpose in variety of diverse shapes and 
sizes. The expandable bottom gusset and the soft 
loop handles, one on each side of the bag, keep 
contents secure during travel. Available in side and
bottom gusset and can be printed up to 6 colours.



Die Cut Bag

Our Die Cut Bags are suitable for retail bags of upscale looks,
for normal retail packaging such as books, stationary, apparel, 

and promotional merchandise. Our Die Cut Plastic Bags are
functional, durable, and recyclable. Available in standart type,

fold over type and patch (reinforced) handle, and can be
printed up to 4 colours.
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T-Shirt Bag
Are you looking for T Shirt Bags for shopping and food packaging?
As a manufacturer of plastic bags, we produce all types of plastic 
shopping bags for merchandise. T Shirt Bags are made with a carrier 
handle. The material is made of polyethilenewhich includes HDPE and LLDPE.
Our T Shirt Bag can be printed up to 6 colours. Highly durable and can be reuse
many times for more responsible use.



Garbage Bag

Garbage Bag, Bin Bag, or Trash Bag is a disposable bag made 
of HDPE and LDPE material. Garbage bag is used to contain 
solid waste, and the colours are typically black, blue, yellow, green,
or white. We produce bin bags that are extremely strong, durable, 
flexible, making them perfect for hauling around a big pile of garbage.
We can costumize any of your garbage bags to your exact requirements.



Bag on Roll

Bag on rolls, sometimes called Bag Rolls are 
usually used for containingand transporting
goods such as foods, produce, powder, or
other thing. Our product is safe for food contact,
because it is made from virgin HDPE and LLDPE
material. Furthermore, it is durable, elastic long-
lasting and can be reused many times. Printing
option also available for this bag on roll.



Geotextile 
Non Woven

Geotextile Non Woven is sometimes called Needle Punch 
or Polyester NonWoven or Geotextile Fabrics. It is a kind of

permeable geosynthetic material made of synthetic fiber
by flapping or weaving. Non Woven Geotextiles are

multipurpose fabrics that from a distance almost look like
felt. It resists to deformation, which allows geotextiles be

widely applied in civil projects for separation, filtration, 
reinforcement, protection and drainage. 
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